CYBER
CRISIS TEAM
Before | During | After
Nowadays, cyber-attackers get inside quickly and create havoc, even destroying
businesses with lockdown ransomware, fraudulent money transfer, and other criminal
schemes. Is there no end to cybersecurity disorder? A data breach threatens company
survival! And, a mishandled investigation can create long-lasting legal exposure. We
have assembled decades of specialized expertise assembled into a cyber crisis team
that can be retained for the business under a subscription plan. OnCall CyberTM

OnCall Cybertm Value Proposition:
The Power of the Bundle
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• We offer specialized
legal representation for
cyberattack
• We help with insurance claims
• We provide breach coaching
• We are available on call
24/7/365
• We provide an overlay to
existing unqualified legal
counsel
• We minimize the risk of legal
exposure

Recent data breach litigation
has shown that failures of
breach coaching procedures
during
incident
response
can lead to the release of a
treasure trove of evidence.
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By offering a bundled set of essential services
in a subscription – cyber law, incident response,
and cyber insurance – the value proposition of the
whole exceeds stand-alone services because you
get an integrated team of experts.The team offers
efficiencies, pre-breach preparedness, customer
knowledge and relationship, and trusted security
advice. Moreover, insurance adds confidence of
survival, which businesses need in the present
cyberattack environment.
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You are covered from all
angles
oncallcyber.com

CYBER
CRISIS TEAM
Prevention | Responce | Insurance
Cyber Insurance
The cyber threats faced by companies in today’s
digital environment can be devastating and often
very expensive. Our industry leading and affordable
insurance covers first and third-party cyber-related
exposures and expenses including data breaches,
legal defense costs, ransom expenses from a
ransomware attack, and system disruption. Cyber
Insurance addresses nearly every aspect of a
company’s total cyber exposure.

Incident Response
Establish a pre-incident relationship to have at
the ready a team experienced in digital forensics
and incident response to investigate, contain
and remediate a serious cyberattack. Ready at
a moment’s notice and knowledgeable about
your incident response plan and infrastructure,
our experts will forensically preserve evidence
and perform an analysis in our secure sandbox
environment to uncover important facts regarding
the incident.

Cyber Law
Cyber law is a new practice of law that requires specialized know-how and experience. Expertise in
cyber law is critical to an incident response! Legal exposure and brand protection are the two most
significant concerns that businesses face after experiencing a cyberattack. OnCall CyberTM relies upon
The CyberJurist NetworkTM for cyber law breach coaching. A breach coach is the industry best practice
for conducting a cyberattack investigation, because enveloping investigative data with privilege is critical
in litigation. OnCall CyberTM establishes a trusted relationship with specialized cyber law counsel well in
advance of a serious incident.

OnCall CyberTM offers various monthly subscription levels/services to accommodate
small to medium businesses. For a low monthly price, as well as packages and
insurance to handle larger risks, the OnCall CyberTM subscription service includes:
• Legal Representation: Cyber Legal representation with attorney / client privilege
and trusted advisory at suitable service levels that comport with a client’s level of risk;
• Legal Onboarding: An initial engagement to advise you concerning cyber-related
duties and risks, and to set up your Incident Response Plan;
• Cyber Insurance policy: Coverage and premium based on insurable risk (starting at
$750,000 up to $25,000,000+ in coverage); and
• Technical Expertise: An experienced Incident Response Team that possesses
institutional knowledge of the client to help create the incident response plan.
oncallcyber.com

